Some considerations of effects-induced errors in resonant cantilevers with the laser deflection method
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Abstract
Micro/nano resonant cantilevers with a laser deflection readout have been very popular in sensing applications over the past years. Despite the popularity, however, most of the research has been devoted to increasing the sensitivity, and very little attention has been focused on effects-induced errors. Among these effects, the surface effects and the so-called readout back-action are the two most influential causes of errors. In this paper, we investigate (1) the influence of the surface effects such as water adsorption, gas adsorption, and generally surface contaminations, and (2) the effect of the laser deflection detection, including power and positions of the laser, on the resonance frequency of silicon cantilevers. Our results show that both the surface contaminations and the laser back-action effects can significantly change the resonant response of the cantilevers. We conclude that the effects have to be taken into account, particularly in the case of ultra high sensitivity cantilevers.

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

1. Introduction
Microelectromechanical silicon cantilever resonators have been used in a wide range of sensor applications [1–7]. Because of their ultra-sensitivity to small changes, they have attracted considerable interest in the last few years. The basic principle of sensing the small changes is the measurement of the resonance frequency change due to added mass or stiffness change. Unsurprisingly however, as the sensitivity increases, small mass or stiffness changes due to nonspecific bindings such as surface contaminations (e.g. water adsorption, gas adsorption and oxidation), and also effects inducing heating, viscosity or humidity that were insignificant in previous low-resolution sensors [8, 9] can no longer be neglected in today’s ultra-sensitive cantilevers.

In typical mass sensing experiments nowadays, the sensing cantilever is exposed to the environment of interest (e.g. molecule solution) and dried with techniques involving different solutions [10]. The drying process and the transportation between solutions may result in increased nonspecific binding. Because the cantilever resonators are extremely sensitive to small changes and can be vulnerable to other external disturbances and effects, the specificity of the cantilever is therefore severely degraded by nonspecific adsorption and by contamination during the drying and drying steps [1, 11]. Consequently, a major challenge is to distinguish between frequency variations caused by specific mass change and frequency variations caused by environmental changes.

Besides environmental influences, the back-action effects from the resonance frequency detection can also affect
cantilever behavior and cause frequency variations. Various readout techniques have been used to measure the cantilever resonance frequency [12–14]. Among them, the laser deflection technique [15, 16] has been shown to be sensitive for detection of extremely small motions, achieving measurements of sub-attowatt forces [2] and chemical and biological matter ranging from attogram to zeptogram masses [11, 17]. It is a robust detection technique with high sensitivity and can be applied to different kinds of cantilevers in different environments [1, 11, 17–23]. Despite its popularity, however, the back-action from the laser on the resonant cantilever remains an issue. It is commonly assumed that the influence of the laser on the resonant sensor device can be neglected, but as we will show in this work, when resonators such as cantilevers become more sensitive, they also become more susceptible to disturbances caused by the laser beam.

Therefore, the goals of the present work are as follows. (1) Studying the effect of the surface contamination on the resonance response of the sub-micron cantilevers. We show that the mass and the stiffening effects of the contaminations can cause significant shifts in the resonance frequency of the ultra-sensitive cantilevers. (2) Investigating the effect of the readout back-action, focusing on the laser deflection detection technique, and its effect on frequency variations of the resonant cantilevers.

2. Method and approach

2.1. Silicon cantilevers

In order to understand the influences of the environment and laser detection back-action, cantilevers of different thicknesses (1019, 340, 93 nm) are used in this work. Measurements on these cantilevers help verify the effects of the contamination and back-action, on different cantilever sensitivities and a surface-to-volume ratio from bulk to ultrathin. Meanwhile, single-crystal silicon is used because it is one of the most common cantilever materials, with well-known crystal properties, characteristics and stable fabrication processes. This helps minimize material and process variations between different cantilever process batches, and helps the comparison of contamination and back-action effects studied in this paper.

All silicon cantilevers measured in this work were fabricated from (1 0 0) Smartcut® silicon-on-insulator wafers with 1 μm buried oxide and a 340 nm silicon device layer. For the 93 nm thick cantilevers, the sample wafer was oxidized thermally and etched in a HF solution to reduce the device layer thickness; for the 1019 nm thick cantilevers, single-crystal silicon was grown on sample wafers by epitaxy, cross-section of the interface between the original surface and the grown layer was checked by SEM and revealed a smooth continuation of the growth. Final thicknesses of all sample wafers were determined by ellipsometry measurements fitted with a SOI wafer multi-layered model. All cantilevers were patterned by standard photolithography followed by SF6 plasma etching on the wafers. The patterned structures were underetched in a HF solution and released using the critical point drying technique. Figure 1 shows the SEM pictures of the fabricated cantilevers. In order to check the smoothness of the cantilevers’ surfaces to ensure minimal roughness-induced surface stress, surface loss and sensitivity effects for later experiments [24, 25], the cantilevers’ surfaces were measured by AFM. The results confirm that the roughness of all cantilevers is sub-nm; therefore, the surfaces can be considered smooth and the roughness effects can be neglected. Figure 2 shows the AFM measurements of the 1 μm thick cantilever.

2.2. Optical detection method and the measurement setup

With the introduction of scanning probe techniques like AFM, several amplitude detection methods have been proposed to measure the resonance frequency of microcantilevers with sub-Angstrom sensitivity, of which the optical lever method is most often used. The optical method involves a focused laser beam at the cantilever surface, and the beam is then reflected back onto a set of photo-diodes, where the cantilever motion is sensed by monitoring the displacement of the laser beam on the diode.

The schematics of the setup used are depicted in figure 3. The deflection of a 658 nm laser light from the free end of a cantilever generates a voltage difference on a two-segment photo-diode. This time-varying voltage difference is analyzed by a spectrum analyzer to measure the thermal noise spectrum. The diameter of the laser spot is estimated to be 6 μm and a power of 1.3 mW is typically used during measurements in vacuum. The electronic bandwidth of the setup is 5 MHz and its sensitivity is estimated to be 1 pm Hz−1/2. The resonance frequency of a cantilever is found by fitting a Lorentzian curve to the amplitude–frequency measurements. The curve peak is taken as the resonance frequency.

The optical lever method is a non-contact measurement system that does not need extra layers or electrodes for electric contacts. This greatly simplifies the cantilever structures and works on most materials. Although it cannot be integrated, the method is nevertheless highly robust and works in vacuum, gas or liquid environments. To avoid any unwanted effects caused by cantilever actuation, we have not used external actuations. Further details were reported in a previous paper [26].

2.3. Cantilever theory

The cantilever is assumed to deform in the linear elastic regime. As shown in the schematic (figure 4), the x- and y-axes are assumed to be oriented parallel to the length and the width of the cantilever, respectively, and the z-axis is directed upward, perpendicular to the cantilever surface. The origin being located at the center of the cross-section and coincides with the clamped end.

The resonance frequency depends on mass and stiffness and for a cantilever it follows [26]

$$f_0 = \frac{(1.875)^2 t}{2\pi \sqrt{12 L^2}} \sqrt{\frac{E}{\rho}},$$

where $E$ is Young’s modulus, $L$ is the length, $t$ is the thickness and $\rho$ is the density of the cantilever. Changes in either the
mass or the stiffness of the cantilever would also cause shifts in the resonance frequency.

In order to check the validity of the fabricated cantilevers, resonance frequencies of the cantilevers in various dimensions were measured. Figure 5 shows the resonance frequency data versus length for a set of 340 nm thick cantilevers, measured in air at 1 bar, and in a vacuum of $10^{-6}$ mbar. The measurements confirmed the relation in equation (1) between the resonance frequency and the length of the cantilevers. A curve is fitted via equation (1) to the experimental data (the dashed line in figure 5).

3. Experimental measurements and discussions

In the following sections, the effect of surface contamination and laser back-action on the resonance frequency and its stability in air over time are studied.

3.1. Surface contamination

If the surface of the cantilever is clean without any contamination such as adsorbed water and gas molecules, then the adsorbed mass of the targeted molecules can be calculated.
shift of cantilevers by the procedure described below.

directly from the resonance frequency shift. Assuming that the adsorbed mass is distributed evenly along the cantilever and that the stiffness change is negligible (in the spirit of previous papers [27, 28]), the mass change can be calculated using

$$\Delta m = -2\frac{m}{f_0} \Delta f,$$

where $\Delta m$ is the change in the effective mass, $m$ is the effective mass of the cantilever and $\Delta f$ is the resonance frequency shift due to the added mass. However, working in air or other uncontrolled environments can cause unwanted gas and water adsorption, and other surface contaminations, which will result in additional significant frequency shifts [29]. Therefore, the calculated adsorbed mass does not accurately represent the real adsorbed mass of interest. To experimentally show the effect of ambient contamination, we analyzed the resonance frequency shift of cantilevers by the procedure described below.

(i) The resonance frequencies of the cantilevers were measured in ambient air, which we refer to as the frequency before vacuum ($f_{bv}$). The fabricated devices were first purposely left in atmospheric conditions to allow adsorption of different gases and water molecules, as well as native oxide growth. The adsorption and oxidation were left to saturate over a period of a few days before the resonance frequencies of the cantilevers were measured in air. At this stage of the experiment, masses and stiffness from surface adsorptions and oxidations are added to the newly fabricated cantilever and are referred to as the added mass-stiffness effects.

(ii) The cantilevers were then loaded into vacuum ($10^{-6}$ mbar) for two days to allow degassing and desorption at the surfaces of the cantilever (reduced added mass-stiffness effects). Then the resonance frequencies of the cantilevers were measured in vacuum ($f_v$). The difference between these resonance frequencies and those measured in step 1 ($f_{bv}$) is dominated by the air mass loading effect.

(iii) The vacuum chamber was vented with ambient air and the resonance frequencies were measured immediately after the pressure reached atmospheric pressure ($f_{av}$). The measurements were done within a few minutes in order to ensure minimal re-adsorption of water and contaminants, while providing the same amount of air mass loading compared to the measurements in step 1.

This procedure was repeated for 1019, 340 and 93 nm thick cantilevers. With the above procedure, the frequency shift due to additional native oxide growth on silicon and the shift due to air damping were minimized. Figure 6 shows the resonance frequencies of a cantilever 93 nm thick, 8 $\mu$m wide and 8 $\mu$m long. A 20.9 kHz resonance frequency shift was observed between the resonance frequency before and after vacuum. For thicker cantilevers, the shifts are less than that of the 93 nm thick one. The resonance frequency shifts due to the surface contamination strongly depend on the cantilever thickness because thicker cantilevers are less sensitive to the surface contamination effects, due to their lower surface-to-volume ratio. Table 1 shows the resonance data corresponding to steps 1–3 from cantilevers of different dimensions.

As an example, from equation (2) the equivalent adsorbed mass of the 21 kHz shift in the 93 nm thick cantilever is estimated to be 128 fg, and is in the same order of magnitude as the measured mass (500 fg) in [30]. Moreover, the cantilevers presented in this work have a sensitivity of about 6.5 ag Hz$^{-1}$.

Here it is shown that the ultra-sensitivity of a cantilever can be easily compromised by non-specific surface contaminations. Therefore, high resolution mass sensing can only be achieved if the contaminations are kept low, or compensated.

It is also important to note that the estimated 128 fg is not the real absorbed mass, but rather the effective mass that is derived from the shift in resonance frequency. This shift, however, is caused by the combination of both the additional

![Figure 4. Schematic of the cantilever.](image)

![Figure 5. The resonance frequency versus length of the cantilever in air and in vacuum. The difference between the air and the vacuum measurements for the longer cantilevers is larger because of the air damping and mass loading effect. The dashed line shows the fitting curve.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$L \times w \times t$ (m$^3$)</th>
<th>$f_{bw}$</th>
<th>$f_v$</th>
<th>$f_{av}$</th>
<th>$f_{av} - f_{bw}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$96 \times 8 \times 0.19$</td>
<td>123.65</td>
<td>147.968</td>
<td>128.85</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$24 \times 8 \times 0.340$</td>
<td>583.73</td>
<td>607.108</td>
<td>585.48</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$8 \times 8 \times 0.093$</td>
<td>994.53</td>
<td>1090</td>
<td>973.6</td>
<td>-20.93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. The resonance frequency of cantilevers of different dimensions in air and vacuum conditions. $f_{bw}$, $f_v$, and $f_{av}$ represent the resonance frequencies before vacuum, vacuum and after vacuum, respectively. The resonance data are in kHz.
adsorbed mass and the stiffening effect on the cantilever [7]. Therefore, the true mass of the targeted material or particles cannot be obtained by simple subtraction of the effective mass of contamination. Changes in cantilever stiffness have to be considered as well, and the natural resonance frequency $f_0$ in equation (2) can be corrected by means of stiffness measurement, as proposed in [7, 31]. The coupling of mass and stiffness can also be observed by comparing the sign changes of $f_{av} - f_{bv}$ in table 1. For thicker cantilevers, the stiffness of the contamination has little effect on the overall stiffness; therefore, the mass effect dominates and the resonance frequency drops in contaminated cantilevers, resulting in positive $f_{av} - f_{bv}$. On the other hand, when the cantilever is thin, the effects of the contamination on the stiffness of the cantilever become significant and dominate. Therefore, the resonance frequency increases compared to the clean state, resulting in negative $f_{av} - f_{bv}$ for the 93 nm thick cantilever.

The result from table 1 naturally leads to the question: ‘What will happen to the cantilever when it is exposed to the air over the time?’ and ‘How long does it take for a cantilever resonance frequency to shift from $f_{av}$ to $f_{bv}$?’ We therefore looked at the changes in the resonance frequency over a period of time and present the result in the following.

3.2. Stability of the resonance frequency in air

In general, the interactions of the surrounding environment with the cantilever surfaces are time dependent and stabilize after establishment of an equilibrium. In ambient air, the surfaces constantly adsorb and desorb water, hydrogen, hydrocarbons and oxygen. The native oxide, on the other hand, continues to grow until it reaches a few atomic layers (∼2 nm) [32]. Consequently, these effects can generate errors in the output results of the sensors working in the resonance mode, and the long-term behavior of such a sensor becomes an important stability issue. For atmospheric resonator applications, the interactions with the environment result in a time-dependent shift of the resonant properties that is seldom studied. In order to investigate the stability of resonance behavior in air, resonance frequencies of the cantilevers were measured over several hours. Figure 7 shows the results of the measured resonance frequency in air versus time for a 340 nm thick cantilever. As shown in figure 7, the resonance frequency abruptly drops after venting the vacuum chamber; this is mainly due to the air mass loading effect dissipating energy and slowing the cantilever movements. Afterward, the resonance frequency slowly decreased over 150 min. Between 200 and 800 min the adsorbate molecules locally adsorb at the surface of the cantilever, and then gradually create regions of real layers, which modify the surface stress and consequently the stiffness of the cantilever [33]. The changes in the stiffness of the cantilever will increase the resonance frequency. Finally, the adsorption of the surfaces becomes saturated which results in a constant resonance frequency after approximately 800 min.

3.3. Laser back-action on cantilever resonance response measurements

A detection back-action is the disturbances imposed on a device by the detection system during its measurement. In the optical detection system where a laser beam is focused on the tip of the cantilever, heat energy builds up in the device and dissipates slowly, and this can cause changes to mechanical properties of the cantilever and eventually affect the resonance frequency. In this case a mere observation of cantilever resonance becomes a source of error.

The resonance frequency of a device is influenced by the temperature effects, through the temperature dependence of the effective Young’s modulus and geometrical dimensions [19, 34, 35]. In particular, silicon cantilever resonators have shown frequency-temperature sensitivity due to the temperature dependence of the effective Young’s modulus.
Figure 7. The measured resonance frequency versus time. The measured cantilever is 340 nm thick, 24 μm long and 8 μm wide. The dashed lines are visual guides.

Figure 8. Amplitude versus frequency and the Lorentzian fit for different laser powers. Laser spot at the 24 μm long cantilever tip.

[36], which is more than 20 times greater than quartz crystal oscillators [34]. Since the temperature coefficient of the effective Young’s modulus of silicon is negative [34, 37], an increase in the temperature results in the material softening and decreases the resonance frequency.

In order to investigate the effect of laser heating, two sets of measurements are carried out: (i) different laser powers are focused on the tips of several cantilevers and the frequency response corresponding to each power for each cantilever is traced. (ii) A fixed laser power is applied to different positions along the length and along the width of the cantilever, and the frequency responses are recorded. All cantilevers are allowed to stabilize for a few minutes prior to each measurement. All measurements are carried out in vacuum to avoid damping, squeeze-film effects, minimizing dissipation of the laser heat and other extrinsic effects in ambient air. The actual laser powers are measured with a power meter under the chamber glass prior to experiments, and the relation between the supplied current (in mA) and the power of the laser received by the cantilever is calibrated based on these power meter measurements.

Figure 8 depicts the output voltages, which correspond to vibration amplitudes, versus frequencies and their Lorentzian fits at different laser powers of a 24 μm long, 8 μm wide and 340 nm thick cantilever. For thermal noise actuation, 0.83 mW is the minimum laser power that is needed to cause detectable vibration amplitudes on our set of cantilevers. A sudden amplitude increase is observed in most of the cantilever responses when stepping up the power to 1.62 mW. The different resonance frequencies are clearly visible. The frequency–power measurement is repeated for cantilevers of different lengths with the same width and thickness, and the
result is shown in figure 9. In the figure, the frequency measured from the lowest laser power of each cantilever is considered as the base frequency $f_1$, and the percentage shift is calculated as $f_{\text{shift}} = \frac{f_2 - f_1}{f_1}$. Higher laser powers induce more negative frequency shift and in general, longer cantilevers showed a higher shift at the same power increase compared to the shorter ones. This might indeed indicate that the change in length due to the temperature is important.

In addition to the changes in laser power, the influence of the position of the laser spot was also investigated, namely along the $x$- and the $y$-axes of the beam. Figure 10 shows the resonance frequency measurement for different laser spot positions of a 150 $\mu$m cantilever. Figure 11 shows the resonance frequencies from the fitted measurement results versus the spot position on different cantilevers. Zero on the horizontal axis corresponds to the position of the laser spot close to the cantilever base. The frequency shift is calculated by taking the resonance frequency with the spot close to the cantilever base as the base frequency. The frequency shift due to position is a complex coupling of localized joule heating, heat dissipation and clamp softening of the cantilever. When the laser is near the clamping point, heat is dissipated faster through the bulk silicon, but since it is near the base, the localized heating directly on the clamping point is very high. This can induce a larger softening effect, compared to local heating far from clamping point, hence lowering the resonance frequency. On the other hand, when the laser is at the tip end, dissipation is minimum and the whole cantilever is heated up, but it is also further away from the clamping point, resulting in less softening effect. As a result, the shift in the resonance depends on which effect is dominant at a certain position and with a certain power.
Resonance frequencies were also measured along the width (y-axis) of the beam; however, there are no significant changes in the resonance frequency.

Similar to the surface contamination effect, laser measurements can also induce significant resonance frequency shifts, especially changes in the power and the positions along the beam length. Taking the 24 μm long cantilever shown in figure 8 as an example, the shift between the 0.83 mW and 3.05 mW laser power is 307 Hz. If this cantilever were to be used as a sensitive mass sensor, the laser power effect is enough to induce an effective measurement error of 15.2 pg. Although such a large laser power jump is unlikely in a well-controlled setup, for the unprecedented nanocantilever sensing, effects of any small power change still have to be taken into account. Examples in this paper include mass sensing, but it is believed that they can be extended for other sensing applications.

As sensor technology advances, resonant silicon cantilevers will be used more and more often in ultra-sensitive measurements. Following this trend, the instability issues caused by the measurement environments and by the detection methods will become an important consideration for the validity of the experiments and the practicality of the device. Future ultra-sensitive measurements should therefore always incorporate discussions on measurements to prevent, or compensate, these resonance instabilities.

4. Conclusion

In conclusion, the resonance behavior of sub-micron silicon cantilevers was characterized in air and vacuum condition. The long-term stability of resonance frequency was studied in air. We showed that although the mass sensitivity of MEMS and NEMS resonant cantilevers is at femtogram level, the specificity is severely degraded by nonspecific adsorption and contamination of the cantilever surface. The equivalent mass of surface contamination was calculated, and was shown to cause significant errors in determining the target mass. On the other hand, the influence of the laser used in an optical detection method, on the resonance characteristics of the cantilevers, was also studied. This included the effect of laser power, and the focused position of the laser spot at the cantilever surface with respect to the clamped point and at the edges. It was shown that the commonly used laser deflection measurements can induce unwanted resonance frequency shifts. Therefore, the choice of using laser deflection for resonance cantilever sensors is not without consequences and the influence of the laser has to be taken into account. Examples in this paper include mass sensing, but it is believed that they can be extended for other sensing applications.
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